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These guidelines were prepared during Russia’s military aggression against Ukraine by polygraph practitioners: Andrii Lysenko, Diana Alieksieieva-Protsiuk, Vitalii Shapovalov.
The guidelines describe the features of a polygraph examination to identify involvement in espionage and sabotage among civilians, government officials, special services, the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine, territorial defense, strategic enterprises etc. The authors suggest:

– examples of the selection of valid methods depending on the tasks and categories of polygraph examination;

– examples of relevant questions for a single-issue, a multiple-facet and a multiple-issue polygraph tests with comparison questions;

– cutscores for diagnostic and screening polygraph examinations;

– example of conducting a pre-test interview, using a special questionnaire and interview route maps (IRM).

The material is prepared based on available methodological literature — the authors’ own experience and consultations, received from the leading foreign polygraph examiners.
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